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1. Introduction
It has always been the standard practice in the study of Lithuanian dialects to write the dialect
texts in detailed phonetic transcription. The phonetic alphabet used to transcribe Lithuanian
dialects, based on the so-called Copenhagen Scheme of Phonetic Transcription and
Transliteration of 1925, an erstwhile rival to the IPA – see
http://books.google.com/books?ei=L0GXTLiMOIPLOMXaxIgJ&ct=result&hl=lt&id=R8IsAAAAMAAJ&dq=P
honetic+transcription+and+transliteration&q=association+internationale+#search_anchor

– was adopted for the study of Lithuanian dialects by Jurgis Gerulis (also known by the German
form of his name as Georg Gerullis, 1888–1945) in 1930 (see References), and finally
elaborated by the leading specialist in Lithuanian dialects, Aleksas Girdenis (b. 1937). The
Lithuanian Phonetic Transcription is in many ways similar to the International Phonetic
Alphabet, and shares some characters with this; but it also has significant differences. Some
Lithuanian scholars have proposed switching to the pure IPA system, but it seems that it might
be too late: over time, too many linguistic works have been produced using the traditional
system, so that the transition would be too difficult to be practical. As it is, nowadays we refer to
the Lithuanian Phonetic Transcription System (or Lithuanian Phonetic Alphabet), which is the
standard means of recording Lithuanian dialects on paper for all linguistic purposes. There are
still a number of characters from the Lithuanian Phonetic Transcription which have not yet been
covered by the Unicode Standard. The present application is to submit these characters for the
inclusion into the Unicode set.
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2. Encoding Considerations
2.1 The letters
The proposed letter U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS HOOK is used in
contrast to U+014B LATIN LETTER SMALL ENG (see fig. 1930a-XIXa), and therefore cannot
be unified with this.
Regarding the form of the letters “with inwards hook”, with the selection of the reference glyphs,
we follow modern typography (see fig. 2001a-344b), showing a dot-like termination. Older
typography may show a tight curl ending in a smaller dot (see fig. 1930a-XIXb). In no case, the
glyphs show a distinctive closed loop (like the U+AB4E LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH LOOP
proposed in N3907 for German dialectology).
2.2 The intonation marks
The ten intonation marks, proposed as U+AB90…AB9A, comprise a set where the designs of
the elements are correlative to each other and subject to a common design principle. The angle
deviation from the vertical is less than 30°.
There, any unification of the “simple” forms (proposed as U+AB90 MODIFIER LETTER
SLANTED UP ARROW and U+AB91 MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED DOWN ARROW) with the
“usual” 45° arrows (U+2197 NORTH EAST ARROW, U+2198 SOUTH EAST ARROW) would
disrupt this set and make it unusable for accomplishing high-level typography for works on
Lithuanian dialectology. Therefore, the whole set is proposed.
The intonation marks are given as modifier letters, in analogy to all characters in the Modifier
Tone Letters block (A700…A71F). Also, they behave like letters on kerning and linebreaking,
and some of them have special positions (like “middle”) which refer to letter design.
As it is to be expected for phonetics, all text specimens are found typeset in italics.
However, the intonation marks (AB90…AB99) are slanted by design, retaining the symmetry of
the angle of the upward and downward marks independent of the appliance of italics.
2.3 The vertical lines
The proposed U+2E46 DOTTED VERTICAL LINE and U+2E47 WIGGLED VERTICAL LINE
comprise a set together with U+007C VERTICAL LINE and U+2016 DOUBLE VERTICAL LINE,
to indicate several kinds of speech pauses between words.
To achieve a consistent view in high-level typography for works on Lithuanian dialectology, the
design of these four symbols must be correlated. This usually cannot be achieved by using
some superficially similar mathematical symbols, as these are intended for other typographical
context. Thus, the two missing characters are proposed here as new characters.
As usual for vertical lines, they follow the slant angle of the font, and while they are slanted
when they occur in italics as it is usual for phonetic text, they have vertical reference glyphs.
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3. Proposed Characters
Block: Latin Extended-E (new block; U+AB30…U+AB8F)
The block position and size is coordinated with the “Preliminary proposal to encode Germanicist
phonetic characters in the UCS” (N3907 = L2/10-346) by Michael Everson.
The code points of the characters contained here are positioned in the last column, to avoid any
conflicts with that document. Especially, the code positions U+AB8C, U+AB8E, and U+AB8F
denote the same characters contained there; especially the gap for the “modifier letter baseline
small e” proposed there is intentional.
Note in Rev. 1: The Unicode roadmap V6.0.0 from 2010-10-11 shows this block.
The placement of the proposed letters in this block follows the guideline (proposed by Michael
Everson in conjunction with the aforementioned proposal N3907) that new case pairs continue
to go into the Latin Extended-D block, while unpaired lowercase letters go into this block.

Additions for Lithuanian dialectology
U+AB80

U+AB81

U+AB82
U+AB83

LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK
(see fig. 1930a-6, 2001a-342, 2001a-344a)
LATIN SMALL LETTER H WITH PALATAL HOOK
→ A727 latin small letter heng
(see fig. 2001a-344a)
LATIN SMALL LETTER M WITH INWARDS HOOK
(see fig. 2001a-344a/b)
LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS HOOK
(see fig. 1930a-XIX [with explanation], 1930a-26b, 2001a-344a/b)

Additions for Lithuanian and German dialectology
a

U+AB8C

MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL A
(see fig. 1930a-89)

(U+AB8D)

reserved code position for a letter contained in a separate
proposal for German dialectology (N3907 = L2/10-346)
(MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL E)

i

U+AB8E

MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL I
(see fig. 1930a-13)

u

U+AB8F

MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL U
(see fig. 1930a-XV [with explanation], 1930a-13)
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Block: Phonetic Extensions Supplement-B (new block; U+AB90…ABAF)
This block is intended for phonetic characters which are not Latin by nature, and therefore are
not appropriate to be included in the Latin Extended-E block.
(Beside the characters proposed here, there are some characters used in Slovenian
dialectology derived from Cyrillic and Greek letters, which may be proposed later. Therefore, the
size of two columns seems appropriate.)
The block would have been named “Phonetic Extensions Extended-A” if the (informal) naming
scheme for new blocks would be followed; but this name would sound strange.
Note in Rev. 1: The Unicode roadmap V6.0.0 from 2010-10-11 shows this block, with an even
larger size U+AB90…ABBF.

Intonation marks for Lithuanian dialectology

4

U+AB90

MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED UP ARROW
= sharp rise in tone
(see fig. 2001a-347)

5

U+AB91

MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED DOWN ARROW
= sharp fall in tone
(see fig. 2001a-347)

2

U+AB92

MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED UP ARROW ENDING IN BEND
= increasing tone with falling trend at the end
(see fig. 2001a-347)

3

U+AB93

MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED DOWN ARROW STARTING WITH BEND
= sharp rise and fall in tone
(see fig. 2001a-347)

6

U+AB94

MODIFIER LETTER SMALL MIDDLE SLANTED UP ARROW
= slight rise in tone
(see fig. 2001a-347)

7

U+AB95

MODIFIER LETTER SMALL MIDDLE SLANTED DOWN ARROW
= slight fall in tone (when at the end of a word)
= overall fall in tone (when at the beginning of a phrase)
(see fig. 2001a-347)

0

U+AB96

MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED UP ARROW STARTING WITH HORIZONTAL LINE

= continued rise in tone
(see fig. 2001a-347)

1

U+AB97

MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED DOWN ARROW STARTING WITH HORIZONTAL LINE

= continued fall in tone
(see fig. 2001a-347)
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9

U+AB98

MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED LINE WITH NORTH EAST ARROW FROM THE LOWER END

= sharp fall in tone with rising trend at the end
(see fig. 2001a-347)

8
ъ
ь

U+AB99

MODIFIER LETTER SHORT SLANTED LINE WITH NORTH EAST ARROW FROM THE LOWER END

= slight fall in tone with rising trend at the end
(see fig. 2001a-347)
U+ABA0

MODIFIER LETTER SMALL HARD SIGN
≈ <super> 044A
(see fig. 2001a-342 [with explanation], 2001a-344)

U+ABA1

MODIFIER LETTER SMALL SOFT SIGN
≈ <super> 044C
(see fig. 2001a-341 [with explanation])

Block: Supplemental punctuation
Additions for Lithuanian dialectology

┊

U+2E46

DOTTED VERTICAL LINE
→ 205E vertical four dots
→ 250A box drawings light quadruple dash vertical
→ 2999 dotted fence

(see fig. 2001-348 ff.)
U+2E47

WIGGLED VERTICAL LINE
→ 2307 wavy line
→ 299A vertical zigzag line

(see fig. 2001-348 ff.)
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Properties:
AB80;LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AB81;LATIN SMALL LETTER H WITH PALATAL HOOK;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AB82;LATIN SMALL LETTER M WITH INWARDS HOOK;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AB83;LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS HOOK;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AB8C;MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL A;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB8E;MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL I;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB8F;MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL U;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB90;MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED UP ARROW;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB91;MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED DOWN ARROW;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB92;MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED UP ARROW ENDING IN BEND;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB93;MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED DOWN ARROW STARTING WITH BEND;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB94;MODIFIER LETTER SMALL MIDDLE SLANTED UP ARROW;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB95;MODIFIER LETTER SMALL MIDDLE SLANTED DOWN ARROW;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB96;MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED UP ARROW STARTING WITH HORIZONTAL LINE
;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB97;MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED DOWN ARROW STARTING WITH HORIZONTAL LINE
;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB98;MODIFIER LETTER SLANTED LINE WITH NORTH EAST ARROW FROM THE LOWER END
;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
AB99;MODIFIER LETTER SHORT SLANTED LINE WITH NORTH EAST ARROW FROM THE
LOWER END;Lm;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;END
ABA0;MODIFIER LETTER SMALL HARD SIGN;Lm;0;L;<super> 044A;;;;N;;;;;
ABA1;MODIFIER LETTER SMALL SOFT SIGN;Lm;0;L;<super> 044C;;;;N;;;;;
2E46;DOTTED VERTICAL LINE;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
2E47;WIGGLED VERTICAL LINE;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;

Linebreaking properties of punctuation marks:
The proposed punctuation marks are vertical lines by nature, and therefore behave in any
linebreaking and related processing like U+2016 DOUBLE VERTICAL LINE.

Notes on confusables:
The letter U+AB82 LATIN SMALL LETTER M WITH INWARDS HOOK is similar to
U+006D LATIN SMALL LETTER M.
Likewise, the letter U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS HOOK is similar to
U+006E LATIN SMALL LETTER N.
The intonation marks, while being modifier letters, are not intended to be allowed in IDNs or
identifiers.

4. Acknowledgements
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6. Examples and Figures
The figures are numbered by the referenced work (consisting of the year of edition and the
letter, as in the "references" list, followed by a hyphen the page number, and following by a
second letter if more than one figure is taken from a page.
E.g.: "Fig. 2001a-344" means "See ref. [2001a], p.344").
Fig. 1930a-XV: Showing specimens for U+AB8F MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL U.

Partial translation from German:
Small font letters beside normal font letters denote a considerably weaker articulation: …

Fig. 1930a-XVIII: Showing specimens for U+AB80 LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK.

Partial translation from German:
[g] = strongly voiced, unaspirated g, …
[G] = palatal voiced g, …
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Fig. 1930a-XIXa: Showing specimens for U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS HOOK.

Annotated translation from German:
[n] = dental, strongly voiced n, as in literary Lithuanian nuõ.
Dantinis, stipriai skardus n, kaip bendrinės lietuvių kalbos žodyje nuõ.
[ŋ] = palatal n, as in literary Lithuanian [phonetically transcribed] suŋ̃.ᶄei = [standard orthography]
suñkiai.
Palatalinis (minkštas gomurinis) n, kaip bendrinės lietuvių kalbos žodyje suŋ̃ ᶄei = suñkiai.
[q] = velar n, as in literary Lithuanian [phonetically transcribed] meq.ko· = [in the standard
orthography] meñko.
Veliarinis (kietas gomurinis) n, kaip bendrinės lietuvių kalbos žodyje meq.ko· = meñko.

[n̥ ] = syllabic n, very rare, as in the dialect [conventionally marked R5 in the Gerullis’ book]
ɫɔukúosn̥ , corresponding to the standard Lithuanian laukúosna.
Skiemeninis n, labai retas, kaip tarmės, Gerulio knygoje sutartinai žymimos R5, žodyje ɫɔukúosn̥
< laukúosna.

Fig. 1930a-XIXb: Enlarged part of 1930a-XIXa, to show the exact form of U+AB83 LATIN
SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS HOOK.

Fig. 1930a-6: Showing specimens for U+AB80 LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL
HOOK (red).
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Fig. 1930a-13: Showing specimens for U+ABAE MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL I
(red) and U+ABAF MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL U (green).

Fig. 1930a-26a: Compare with fig. 2001a-349 which shows the same text.

Fig. 1930a-26b: Showing a specimen for U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS
HOOK.

Fig. 1930a-87: Showing a specimen for U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS
HOOK (red.
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Fig. 1930a-89: Showing a specimen for U+AB8C MODIFIER LETTER BASELINE SMALL U.

Fig. 2001a-341: Showing specimens for U+ABA1 MODIFIER LETTER SMALL SOFT SIGN,
some enclosed in the (already encoded) superscript parentheses U+207C/U+207D.

Translation from Lithuanian:
ь = substantially weakened colourless front vowel; this character is to be used only when more
precise vowel colouring is impossible to determine. For example, as in North Panevėžys dialect
àk(ь)s̑ = literary Lithuanian akìs, etc.

Fig. 2001a-342: Showing specimens for U+ABA0 MODIFIER LETTER SMALL HARD SIGN
(green), some enclosed in the superscript parentheses U+207C/U+207D.

Translation from Lithuanian:
ъ = substantially weakened colourless back vowel; this character is to be used only when more
precise vowel colouring is impossible to determine. For example, as in North Panevėžys dialect
(ъ)
ràg s = literary Lithuanian ragùs, etc.

Fig. 2001a-343: Showing specimens for U+ABA0 MODIFIER LETTER SMALL HARD SIGN
(red) and ABA1 MODIFIER LETTER SMALL SOFT SIGN (green).
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Fig. 2001a-344a: Showing specimens for:
U+AB80 LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK (red),
U+AB81 LATIN SMALL LETTER H WITH PALATAL HOOK (green),
U+AB82 LATIN SMALL LETTER M WITH INSIDE HOOK (blue),
U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INSIDE HOOK (purple),
U+ABA0 MODIFIER LETTER SMALL HARD SIGN (orange).

Partial translation from Lithuanian, augmented by an example for W:
f v ^ ṗ ḅ, labial-dental consonants. For example, as in literary Lithuanian [phonetically transcribed] n̑ i^fa
= [standard orthography] nı̇ m
̀ fa, etc.
... G ... W palatal consonants. For example, as in literary Lithuanian [phonetically transcribed] ju̇ ́ ŋ̱ Ge̤ · =
[standard orthography] jùngė, Wí̱ mnas = hı̇ ̀mnas.
q g k ɣ (h) x, dorsal consonants. For example, as in literary Lithuanian ɫáqgαs = [standard orthography]
lángas.

Fig. 2001a-344b: Showing enlarged parts of fig. 2001a-344a, to show the exact shape of (the italic
forms of) the letters U+AB82LATIN SMALL LETTER M WITH INWARDS HOOK and U+AB83 LATIN
SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS HOOK.
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Fig. 2001a-347: Showing specimens for the intonation marks (U+AB90 … U+AB99).
In U+AB95 MODIFIER LETTER SMALL MIDDLE SLANTED DOWN ARROW (red), two
applications are unified into one character.
U+A71D MODIFIER LETTER RAISED EXCLAMATION MARK (green) is already encoded
as Africanist tone mark.
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Partial translation from Lithuanian:
Only the most important sentence intonation characteristics are to be marked on paper, and only those
which rest on the central words of a syntagm or a phrase. The characters (unless specifically indicated
otherwise), are to be written after the words they pertain to.

4 5 3 – sharp rise of tone (anticadence), fall (cadence), rise-fall (emphatic anticadence). For example
[Lithuanian sentences, phonetically transcribed]

6 7 – slight rise or fall of tone. For example [Lithuanian sentences, phonetically transcribed]. Usually
these characters also denote a faster tempo of delivery.

0 1 – protracted tone rise or fall. For example...
2 – rise of tone with a tendency of falling at the end of the intoned segment. For example...
9 8 – strong or accordingly slight fall of tone with a tendency of rising towards the end of the segment.
For example...
!

– sudden general rise of tone of a syntagm (written at the start of the phrase or syntagm). For
example...

7 – general fall of tone (written at the start of a phrase or syntagm). For example...
Fig. 2001a-348: Showing specimens for U+2E46 DOTTED VERTICAL LINE (red) and
U+2E47 WIGGLED VERTICAL LINE (green).

Partial translation from Lithuanian:

® – slight pause in the middle of a syntagm.
¯ – unexpected interruption in the flow of speech, or a sharp change of intonation. For example
[Lithuanian sentences in the Samogitian dialect, phonetically transcribed]
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Fig. 2001a-349: Compare with fig. 1930a-26a which shows the same text.

from p. 350:
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Fig. 2006a-162: Showing specimens for U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS
HOOK and several other characters proposed here.

Fig. 2008a-271: Showing specimens for U+AB83 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH INWARDS
HOOK and several other characters proposed here.
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